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Abstract  
 
Background: Stroke results in problems with attention, memory, language, balance disability, motor ability 
and functional independence. Apart from decline in physical functions, the cognitive impairments cause serious 
functional consequences. Intact Cognitive functions are considered as distinct factors to identify the                                 
performance outcome of activities of daily living. Cognitive impairment can result in significant disability in all 
aspects of patient life with self-care, independent living skills, work and leisure, social and interpersonal skills 
in acute as well as chronic stroke patients. 
Aims: To explore and analyze the relationship of Cognitive Status on Motor Ability, balance and functional               
independence in acute post stroke patients. 
Settings and Design: Epidemiological – observational study conducted in community nursing homes. 
Methods and Material: 66 participants who were willing to involve in the study were enrolled with respect to 
the inclusion and exclusion criteria. The cognitive status, motor ability, balance and functional independence 
were measured with MMSE (mini mental status examination), FMA (Fugel Meyer Assessment Scale- motor 
component), and BBS (berg balance scale, FIM (Functional independence measure) respectively after one 
month and again repeated after 3 months post stroke.   
Statistical analysis: chi square test with Pearson product correlation & regression used to analyse the impact 
of cognitive ability on motor activities, balance and functional independence. 
Results: Among the three variables balance ability showed stronger co relation with cognitive status in stroke 
patients, with every unit of change in cognition there was 0.307 unit (B value in regression analysis) increase in 
balance measures. The scores of functional independence showed positive correlation with Pearson product 
correlation r = 0.698. 
Conclusions: Cognitive functions were found to have better association on balance related activities. However 
the changes in cognitive status demonstrated higher influence on functional independence than balance                  
parameters in post stroke patients. 
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Introduction  
 “Stroke can be characterized as a condition 
with rapidly emerging clinical indications of central 

loss of cerebral capacity with side effects enduring 
over 24 hours or prompting demise with no clear           
reason other than vascular origination”.1  Stroke is 
one of the prime reasons for death and usual source 
of long term disability. The primary cognitive                       
capacities of orientation, attention and memory        
largely reflect the neuroanatomical and physiological 
integrity of brain.2 They are thought to be                           
prerequisite to higher grade of thinking capacities 
and to regulate meta processing. The cognitive                     
abilities are observed to undergo changes with                     
intervention of specific rehabilitation methods. 
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Stroke causes motor deficits to one side of the 
body along with a variety of focal deficits such as                  
altered levels of consciousness, cognition, sensation, 
impaired balance and functional independence. Stroke 
is one of the common reasons for cognitive                            
Impairment 3-5 and the frequency of post-stroke                   
cognitive deficits varies widely from 20% to 80% in 
many countries.6 In India, the incidence of cognitive                         
disability is estimated to be around 20%.7 

Cognitive declines results due to lesion in the 
frontal cortex and develop impairments in memory, 
attention, orientation and executive function. An               
average of about 3.7 point drop in Mini Mental Scale 
Examination (MMSE) score observed post stroke.              
Pre-morbid changes associated with pathological                
aging may also account for some dysfunction noted 
and should be carefully determined by assessment.8                  

Following stroke many patients are unable to                     
maintain balance in sitting , standing or to move into a 
weight bearing posture due to impairments on                   
steadiness, symmetry and dynamic stability. Difficulty 
in maintaining balance is due to delay in onset of               
motor activity, abnormal timing and sequence of      
muscle activity which result in disorganization of        
postural synergies. Functional performance and basic 
day to day activities like eating, grooming, cleaning etc 
are also weakened in around 67% to 88% of stroke 
patients manifesting total or partial dependency.9  

Neurophysiological techniques used in                   
rehabilitation require intact cognitive skills to learn 
exercise and follow simple commands and direction. 
Reduced attention results in difficulty of learning a 
task, adapting to environment with increased                     
incidence of falls and declined alertness leads to lack 
of active participation in the rehabilitative measures. 
Hence presence of cognitive impairment is a major 
obstacle in patients recovery process. Studies were 
conducted to analyse the relationship between                 
cognitive statuses with other variables in post stroke 
patients, concluded contradicting and mixed results.10 
Due to the ambiguity in literature searched within our 
context, this study intended to analyse the association 
of cognitive status on motor ability, balance and              
functional independence in acute post stroke patients. 

 

Material and Methods  

Ethical clearance was obtained and the stroke 
patients, who came forward out of their own                       
willingness, were recruited for the study. Written           
consent form was taken from patients and the study 
was explained to them. Patients with stable vital             
parameters between 40 to 60 years who had stroke 
for first time and upto four months post stroke were 
included. Patients with repeated stroke, visual &            

auditory impairments, aphasia & dysphasia, other 
associated neurological or musculoskeletal disorders 
were excluded from participation in the study.  

The baseline characters like name, age, sex 
and time since stroke, side of paresis, occupation and 
address of patient were collected followed by                    
assessment on cognitive status, motor ability, balance 
and functional independence. Patients were included 
irrespective of the side of paralysis, since the side of 
stroke has been shown to have no effect on the                     
cognitive capacity or functional efficiency in stroke.11  

The baseline information was taken after one 
month from onset of stroke and repeated again after 
12 weeks. MMSE was used to detect cognitive abilities 
related to orientation, learning, calculation,                          
abstraction, memory change and spatial relationship. 
Every task was given score 1(able to fully complete 
the task) or (unable to complete the task) with total 
possible score of 30. A score of less than 24                         
considered as impaired cognition. Motor performance 
was assessed by motor part of Fugl Meyer                               
Assessment scale with items organized in sequential 
motor recovery following the stroke on balance,                 
sensation, range of motion and pain in a 3 point                  
ordinal scale. Balance was measured by Berg’s                    
Balance Scale which is an objective measure of static 
and dynamic balance activities. The scale consists of 
14 functional tasks commonly performed in everyday 
life, in a 5 point ordinal scale with a maximum score 
of 56 points. Functional performance was measured 
by functional independence measure (FIM), 18 item 
scale measuring physical, psychological and social 
performance. FIM uses level of assistance an                          
individual needs to grade functional status from total 
dependence to total assistance.  

 

Statistical analysis 
Pearson’s correlation coefficient was used to 

determine the relationship of motor ability, balance 
and functional independence on cognition levels with 
p value at 0.01.Regression Analysis further explored 
the relationship between the variables. 

 

Results  

Chi-square statistical test was applied to                   
analyse co relation between cognitive ability and              
motor activities, balance and functional independence 
and B value interpreted for regression analysis. 
Among the three variables balance ability showed 
stronger co relation with cognitive status in post 
stroke patients, with every unit of improvement in 
cognition there was 0.307 unit increases on balance. 
The excellent correlation with Pearson product                      
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correlation r = 0.698 indicated significant changes in 
scores of functional independence with cognitive       
abilities in post stroke patients. The details of the 

gains in co relation and regression are shown in table 
2,3,4. 

Participants  Mean (age) ± SD Male N (%) Female N (%) 

Post Stroke Patients 56.33±9.15 41(62%) 25(38%) 

Table 1: Mean and SD of age and frequencies of male and female. (N=number) 
 
 

 

 
  

 

Table 2: Shows gains in motor ability, balance and functional independence after one month and 12 

weeks post stroke. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 3: Correlation between Cognitive functions and Motor ability, balance, functional independence 
measures among the recovering Stroke patients.  
                                                                                                                                                                           (N=66) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 4: Regression analysis stating relationship between cognition and motor performance, balance, 

functional independence in post stroke patients. (N=66, B – beta value in regression analysis). 

 
 

One month post stroke 
(N=66)  

After 12 weeks (N=66)  Gain Scores (N=66)  Variables  

Min to Max Mean ± SD Min to Max Mean ± SD Min to Max Mean ± SD 

MMSE 5-18 12.29±3.76 6-28 20.44±6.4 1-16 8.15±3.86 

FMS 2-36 20.94±9.32 6-75 40.67±17.34 4-44 19.73±10.83 

BBS 2-36 21.21-±5.82 4-54 37.52±9.74 2-29 16.3±8.44 

FIM 10-23 15.95±2.22 16-69 48.41±10.65 6-46 32.42±10.11 

Variables Pearson’s Correlation 
Coefficient 

Level of Significance           
(P value) 

Cognitive status vs. Motor Ability 0.657 0.01 

Cognitive status vs. Balance 0.671 0.01 

Cognitive status vs. Functional 
Independence 

0.698 0.01 

Relationship between                  
variables 

B Standard error R value Level of Significance 
(P value) 

Cognition and Motor Ability 0.234 0.34 6.979 0.0001 

Cognition and Balance  0.307  0.042 7.246 0.0001 

Cognition and Functional 
Independence 

0.267 0.034 7.790 0.0001 
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Discussion 
 66 participants were enrolled and the                  
baseline measures for cognition, motor ability,              
balance and functional performance was done with 
MMSE, FMA- motor component, BBS and FIM                     
respectively. Patients were undergoing conventional 
physiotherapy and the required information was            
collected one month and 12 weeks post stroke.               
Analysis of the scores included changes in the level of 
scores at baseline and at 12 weeks and to quantify the 
correlation and cause-impact effect Pearson products 
correlation coefficient regression analysis was used. 
 Motor ability and cognitive status was 
strongly correlated with Pearson correlation value as 
0.657 but some patients who initially demonstrated 
lesser cognitive and motor scores, showed motor        
improvement after 12 weeks in spite of low cognitive 
levels. This may be due to initial physiological                     
recovery such as resolution of neuronal shock, which 
restores complete action of uninjured neural channel 
and recruitment of previously silent synopsis to                 
certain amount. However the maximum motor gain 
observed were only up to four points out of total 
score in FMA scale owing to the fact that                              
improvement due to physiological functioning was 
limited. The initial recovery follows recovery through 
motor learning by CNS reorganization. Attention, 
memory, knowledge of results and few basic cognitive 
control functions essential for effective motor                       
learning, to acquire knowledge and perform a                  
relatively novel motor task. Regression analysis 
showed significant changes (B=0.234) in motor                   
activity execution for each unit change in cognitive 
scale. 
 Balance functions and cognitive abilities               
indicated excellent correlation with Pearson product 
correlation value of 0.671. The max gain in balance 
was 2 points in patients with low cognitive score but 
maximum increments observed in balance was up to 
54 scores in Bergs balance scale corresponding to 
increases with MMSE scores. Further, regression              
analysis showed significant changes (B=0.307) , i.e. 
increase in balance measures for every unit increase 
in cognitive status. The improvements in cognitive 
ability would have impacted the balance related            
requirements like active postural reaction and                 
stability during body positioning in environment. 
Hence it may be concluded that stroke patient require 
intact cognitive skills to maintain balance related     
activities. 

The scores of functional independence 
showed excellent correlation with Pearson product 
correlation r = 0.698. The influence of cognitive             
abilities such as memory, comprehension and                

attention on the motor skills evident the                               
improvements in functional independence. 

Among the three variables balance ability 
showed stronger co relation with cognitive status in 
stroke patients, with every unit of changes in                       
cognition there was 0.307 increases on balance.        
However functional performance was strongly               
related with cognitive status, with an R value of 7.790. 
The association observed in the present study                
between cognitive functions and mobility, balance 
and functional independence were similar to the               
results of previous studies indicating better                      
functional outcomes with higher cognitive status.12 
Post stroke patients with a certain degree of cognitive 
abilities may achieve independent living and its ideal 
to focus on optimizing functional recovery during the 
acute to sub acute post stroke period.13 The cognitive                  
processes were more involved in making use of              
critical information about adapting motor behaviour 
to improve efficiency. Effective memory, cognition, 
motor planning and execution were related to                   
improvements in clinical symptoms.14 Stroke patients 
with hemiplegia demonstrated larger duration to      
perform a coordinated upper limb task; the lack of 
sufficient cognitive effort was related to clumsy 
movement performance15. Studies which analysed 
association of cognitive and motor ability reported 
strong links between gait16 and balance activities 
with cognitive dimensions of attention and daily             
activities. The amount of association was influenced 
by the type of tools used for assessment.17   

 Balance abilities predicted cognitive               
impairment in acute stroke patients than walking 
ability. The prevalence of cognitive impairment varies 
significantly between 20 to 80 percent in post stroke 
patients, and the probable cause could be the                         
heterogeneous population, period of study, and                 
diagnostic methods used in the studies.18 Initial                    
cognitive status was evidenced as predicting factor of 
improvement in motor skills and functional                        
independence, in post-stroke patients.19  
 Stroke patients with chronic balance                
disability presented severe strokes, impairments, and 
disabilities.20 In stroke patients higher cognitive               
impairment resulted in functional impairment, poor 
long ‐term outcomes, falls including death and                   
disability, and higher institutionalization. Attention 
deficits correlated with balance, ADL ability and        
proning to falls emphasising that declines would                
impart to accident prone activities and falling.21 The 
amount of cognitive deficiency caused demanding 
ADL as the ability to perform physical activity was 
managed by cognitive and higher centre system               
factors22 and cognitive factors.23, 24  
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 Thus the findings of present study propose a 
positive correlation between cognition on motor                
ability, balance and functional independence with 
emphasis on intact cognition for effective                         
rehabilitation process in acute post stroke patients. 
Patients with better cognitive scores at baseline 
showed significant recovery after 12 weeks post 
stroke. 
 However the findings of the present study 
may not be widely generalized due to the relatively 
small and homogenous sample size of this study.               
Further certain co morbidities were not considered, 
such as age related cognitive and functional changes, 
educational levels, and mood changes. The effects on 
the recovery of motor and cognitive skills to                         
functional recovery in stroke patients were not                   
considered. Future research on diverse stroke                   
population with controlled variables can throw much 
light on this area of research. 
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